INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
previously, but their meaning can be sufficiently grasped
when it is said that looking at an orange and knowing what
it is constitutes perception, whereas just seeing a patch of
yellowish-red colour is not perception, is nzere sensation.
An adult, or even a child, hardly ever has mere sensations :
he not only hears a certain sound but perceives a motor-horn
(the words perceive, percept, and perception being used
technically for all the senses, not only for sight). The
percept may be erroneous, the sensations may call up the
wrong percept, as when we are deceived by a painting, or
by a figure m a looking-glass, or tlunk the sails of a windmill
are revolving the wrong way. And even when we do not
recognize a sensation-situation, our condition is seldom one
of complete bewilderment, but rather of rapid oscillation
between attempted percepts which do not quite fit. This
crude account must suffice for explanation of the difference
between sensation and perception: and to return to our
brain-regions, there is some reason for saying that the
regions we have labelled as visual or as auditory are concerned
with the mere sensations as such, whereas the translation
into perception requires the co-operation of large parts of
the " silent" areas.
Part of the evidence which points in this direction,
evidence about which there is a great deal of controversy,
and which we can only consider as onlookers, consists of the
records of cases of aphasia and allied defects, in which a
patient loses, for example, the understanding of spoken
words, though he may still understand written words; or
is unable to speak sensibly or coherently, though he may be
able to write what he wants to say; or a number of other
conditions As a matter of fact, one gathers from the
literature that such cases are rarely or never limited to one
particular defect as is suggested above, but are nearly always
more complex, and show different symptoms at different
stages of the disease. In my own small experience of aphasia
patients, as a lay visitor to a local hospital, that has cer-
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